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Name: ________________        Date: __________________ 

Complete the following sentences. Unscramble and use the connective. 

 

1. can people. are attack dangerous considered they because Sharks 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. don't attack people. as Most sharks harmless they are 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. they since eat plankton. are harmless Whale sharks 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. oceans dangerous of sharks health. is for Over-fishing the 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. survival. vital as the oceans sharks protect to We are they must 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. it Eating terrible shark shark because soup species. fin is is endangering 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. most because the teeth. Shark is it sharp Great The dangerous White shark has 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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8. sea as healthy sick animals. keep Sharks the help ocean they eat 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. since that the Mako fastest a all to similar of a Shark shark The species tuna is tail of has fish. 

it 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. they are help the whole system. as important sharks ocean to need We to 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. eat it endanger must never forever. as We will sharks them 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. live different world. areas or habitat they since of A deep waters be can sharks the in 

shallow 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

13. that they live only sharks glands. because in Bull salt freshwater special have saltwater the 

and can are systems shark 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Solution 
1. Sharks are considered dangerous because they can attack people. 

2. Most sharks are harmless as they don't attack people. 

3. Whale sharks are harmless since they eat plankton. 

4. Over-fishing of sharks is dangerous for the oceans health. 

5. We must protect sharks as they are vital to the oceans survival. 

6. Eating shark fin soup is terrible because it is endangering shark species. 

7. The Great White Shark is the most dangerous shark because it has sharp teeth. 

8. Sharks help keep the ocean healthy as they eat sick sea animals. 

9. The Mako Shark is the fastest of all shark species since it has a similar tail to that of a tuna fish. 

10. We need to help sharks as they are important to the whole ocean system. 

11. We must never eat sharks as it will endanger them forever. 

12. A sharks habitat can be shallow or deep waters since they live in different areas of the world. 

13. Bull sharks are the only shark that can live in saltwater and freshwater systems because they 

have special salt glands. 

 


